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ABSTRACT
This PhD dissertation explores a series of ethical questions a professional film restorer
encounters throughout the entire process of film restoration. From the very early questions or
dilemmas1 to the more proactive interventions: ethical actions. From the first step of
selecting the title to be restored, to the very end, the moment of projecting the final master
copy of an ethically restored film.
I will identify and examine the most crucial ethical actions required in the seven phases of
film restoration and during sound restoration too. Moreover, I will examine, identify and
examine further areas that require ethical actions as schematically shown in the Figure.
In this dissertation, ethics is understood as a manner of behaviour towards the film and
towards an original piece of art, both towards its integrity as a piece of art and towards its
physical representation, whatever the materiality that the original source or sources may be.
Somewhat pioneering, I consider ethical every action that contributes to the desired
restoration outcome and also helps prevent any harm to the resulting ethical restoration or to
the original IS, the irreplaceable source (material).
These considerations are all in line with the general criteria of ethics in art restoration, as they
are commonly understood in art restoration theory: authenticity, reversibility and
transparency; i.e. to be truthful to its integrity and the original. In the case of film, to recreate
the “experience of the first opening night in picture and sound” is how obeying the principle
of authenticity is generally understood. The attention to prevent any possible damage to the
source material ensures the obeying of the principle of reversibility. By using ethical
methods, (non-aggressive, non-damaging interventions), which can be proven by adequately
documenting the entire restoration procedure, the restorer obeys the third principle of ethical
art restoration: transparency.
Nevertheless, in my dissertation, I advocate an understanding of the notion of ethics in
broader terms than those in which it is usually understood and applied in the current
academic discourse. Ethics and ethical film restoration are primarily an attitude, behaviour,
conduct, or behaviour based on knowledge, experience, expertise, and inherent deep respect
and appreciation towards film materials, film history, and film art. In short, without such an
approach—being brave, curious, and devoted—numerous existing ethical restorations would
not have been born in the first place.
I intend to describe the technical processes in a limited manner, only to the extent that the
ethical decisions can be put in the context of the complexities of digital and analogue film
restoration.
In my dissertation, I am making an active intervention in the existing discourse. I am
reassessing the inevitable ethical decisions or dilemmas to define them as ethical actions. For
that purpose, I have two major proposals, that constitute my two main theses:
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MAIN THESIS 1 – PROPOSAL: THE INTRODUCTION OF A CLASSIFICATION
SYSTEM OF ETHICAL ACTIONS
Modern film restoration needs a written, commonly agreed-upon classification system of
ethical actions instituted and approved by the ethical committee of a commonly accepted and
supported an authoritative organisation like The International Federation of Film Archives
(FIAF). Similar to the Dolby licence approval, a film restoration would need to comply with
several accurately defined ethical criteria, standardised documentation and to a further list of
strictly defined criteria, in a way, also similar to the detailed criteria that the Cataloguing
Committee of FIAF recommends.
MAIN THESIS 2 – PROPOSAL: THE INTRODUCTION OF THREE CATEGORIES
OF ETHICAL ACTIONS
I propose the creation of a new classification system of film restoration ethics, e.g. ethical
questions or dilemmas, proactively turned into ethical actions. I propose a further subdivision
of the advocated classification system into C1, C2 and C3 type of ethical actions.
C1 - CATEGORY ONE ETHICAL ACTIONS
C1 ethical actions are primarily fundamental ethical dilemmas and actions. C1 ethical actions
are predominantly the most subjective ones, challenging to canonise, but mandatory for
ethical restorations like the colour correction or the sound restoration processes. For instance:
when can a colour correction be considered ethical?
C1 actions require the highest level of professional expertise, knowledge, and training. The
category encompasses directors of photography, film directors, film historians, archivists,
technicians, lab professionals, restoration artists, and colourists with their respective actions.
C2 - CATEGORY TWO ETHICAL ACTIONS
C2 ethical actions are easier to canonise in technical terms. These actions require postproduction and other super-specialised film professionals too, but it is easier to set strict
technical criteria for them. Such examples are the use of lossless compressions or approved
aspect ratio conversions.
C3 - CATEGORY THREE ETHICAL ACTIONS
Seemingly far-fetched at first sight, I advocate including under ethics (category three) several
criteria and actions, that were not commonly dealt under ethics up to now, but for which
experience proved that they could have a significant impact on the ethical level of film
restoration. C3 ethical actions are those that one would not perhaps consider ethical questions
in the first place, but by ignoring them, the whole process of ethical restoration can be at risk.
These are the decisions and actions taken in order to prevent any possible damage or loss to
the film, and primarily, these actions enable the birth of ethical restorations. Some are project
management decisions, some are of the highest strategic level, like whom to trust for which
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process or making sure that all departments are provided sufficient time to complete their
respective tasks. Assuring safe transport and safe storage of the irreplaceable source material
are also C3 ethical actions.
Therefore, in my dissertation, I will identify and examine the above mentioned C1, C2 and
C3 type of most crucial ethical actions required in the seven phases of film restoration, during
sound restoration and further six territories of the film restoration process.
Besides the two main theses, I have examined several minor theses as well.

The scheme of examining the ethical actions in film restoration in this dissertation
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